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OUTDOOR BLINDS
SIDE CHANNEL AWNING – Fitting Instructions
Fitting the Side Channels
Place the Channels inside the window box. The brackets need to be at the top and extending out the back of the
Channels. Hold the Channel so the front edge is sitting ﬂush against the front edge of the window box and drill
through the side wall of the Channel into the side of the window box where the screws will be fastened. Do this at
the top, bottom and in the middle.

Back edge of the
Channel
Edge of Channel ﬂush
with edge of window
frame
Tension the Roller Pin
Attach a shifter to the Roller Pin. Wind the shifter clockwise to apply tension. Use
the size chart to determine how many turns of tension are required. Do NOT let go
of the shifter while tensioning as the spring has a lot of force in it. Do NOT try and
over tension the spring. When the right amount of tension has been applied, drop
the holding tab down and wind the spring back until it engages the pin.

Cloth is over roll

Bottom rail and cloth
run inside Guides

Attach the Cloth to the Side Channels
Take the plastic cover oﬀ the Cloth. Hold the
blind so the cloth is over roll towards you.
Holding it on an angle position the bottom
rail inside the Channels before inserting the
blind into the brackets.

Holding tab dis-engaged

Holding tab engaged

Insert the round pin into the left hand side ﬁrst. Make sure the pin goes in
the hole, not sitting on top of the groove. Drop the spring side pin into the
slot second.

To raise or lower the blind twist the bottom rail to release the Lock. With the lock released you can pull the blind up
and down.

